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POWER ELECTRONICS FEATURE

Low-Battery Self-Discharge: The Key to Long-
Life Remote Wireless Sensors
Battery-powered remote wireless devices that draw small amounts of current
(microamps to milliamps) can last longer with the use of low-power
communications protocols (WirelessHART, ZigBee, LoRa, etc.) and low power
chipsets, including the latest "always on" technologies.

However, these energy-saving techniques often pale in comparison to the
energy losses resulting from battery self-discharge.
Read more

 

AI & MACHINE LEARNING PROCESSING NEWS
NVIDIA to Launch Jetson Xavier NX Edge AI Supercomputer
The Xavier NX is capable of running multiple neural networks in parallel and
processing data from multiple high-resolution sensors. 
Read more
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ADVERTISEMENT

Microchip ATSAMR30M18A IEEE? 802.15.4? Sub-1GHz Modules
Compact RF modules for sub-1GHz Industrial, Scientific and Medical (ISM)
bands including 780MHz (China), 868MHz (Europe) and 915MHz (North
America) optimized for low-power applications.
Sponsored by Mouser Electronics

 

DEVELOPMENT TOOLS & OPERATING SYSTEMS NEWS
Wind River Simics Adds Continuous Integration and Delivery Features
Updated tools and APIs allow embedded developers to easily integrate the
Simics platform into their CI/CD environments or security testing infrastructure.
Read more

ADVERTISEMENT

DevKit Weekly: BeagleBone AI Edition
Here?s your head start applying AI in the real world - BeagleBone? AI
makes it easy to explore how artificial intelligence (AI) can be used in
everyday life.
Sponsored by BeagleBoard.org

 

EMBEDDED PROCESSING NEWS
European Processor Initiative Reports on First Year of Activities
The first-generation chip family, named Rhea, will include general-purpose
cores based on the Arm ZEUS architecture and prototypes of energy-efficient
accelerators: The RISC-V-based EPAC, a Multi-Purpose Processing Array
(MPPA), an embedded FPGA (eFPGA), and a hardware cryptography engine.
Read more

WEBCAST

Jumpstarting Level 5 Autonomous Drive: Development Platforms and
Considerations

Sponsored by: arm, Crystal Group, LDRA, National Instruments
Date: November 6, 2:00 p.m. ET
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SPONSORED BLOG
Compact Industrial PCs Bolster Compute Power, Graphics and IoT
Connectivity
Industrial designs are evolving with a steady rise in compute and graphics
capabilities as well as the availability of flexible network configurations via I/O
and wireless connectivity mechanisms to serve a wide array of applications in
factory automation, automated test equipment, smart warehouse, digital
signage and medical equipment.
Read more
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Embedded Executive: Dr. Phil Lessner, Senior
VP and CTO, KEMET
The power that?s required to charge electric vehicles is quite high. And when
you add wireless charging, the issues grow significantly.

But what exactly are those electric vehicle charging issues, and how do we
solve them? And why are people afraid to charge their batteries to 199
percent? That?s just the beginning of the discussion I had with Dr. Phil
Lessner, Senior Vice President and Chief Technology Officer for KEMET in this
week?s Embedded Executive interview.
TUNE IN
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